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declaration
I certify that except where due acknowledgement has been made, the work is that of the author alone; the 
work has not been submitted previously, in whole or in part, to qualify for any other academic award; the 
content of the thesis is the result of work which has been carried out since the official commencement date 
of the approved research programme; any editorial work, paid or unpaid, carried out by a third party is 
acknowledged; and, ethics procedures and guidelines have been followed.
The following is an assembly of work submitted by Siobhán Ní Éanaigh B. Arch Hons. (NUI) FRIAI RIBA - of 
McGarry Ní Éanaigh Architects Dublin Ireland, in fulfilment of the requirements for the Degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy, School of Architecture and Design, RMIT University, February 16, 2018
Siobhán Ní Éanaigh                                                                                                         February 16, 2018 
The McGarry Ní Éanaigh Architects ‘body of work’ + the ‘outlier project’ Tearmann, subject of this PhD 
research is work co-authored by its founding partners / directors Michael McGarry  +  Siobhán Ní Éanaigh. 
The third subject element new ‘work made within this research’ is solely authored by Siobhán Ní Éanaigh. 
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buíochas 
Ba mhaith liom buíochas a ghabháil le mo phríomh maoirseoir, eisean a chur chun cinn an modh taighde 
criticiúl seo san ailtireacht in Oillscoil RMIT - an tOllamh Leon van Schaik agus mo mhaoirseoirí tánaistigh an 
tOllamh Kate Heron agus an tOllamh Richard Blythe.
Ba mhaith liom cuimhne ar mo thuistí nach maireann - mo mháthair  Éilís Uí Éanaigh (né Ní Dhubhgall) agus 
m’athar Pádraig Ó hÉanaigh.
Ar dheireadh agus is tabhachtaí, ba mhaith liom aitheantas ar leith a thabhairt don ngrá agus tacaíocht a 
bhronntar orm ó mo chlann fhéin, rud go bhfuilim buíochasach ó chroí as gach lá do mo shaol - do m’íníon 
Helen Ní Éanaigh McGarry, mo mhac John Ó hÉanaigh McGarry agus mo pháirtnéar sa saol + san obair, 
m’anam cara Michael McGarry.
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I wish to thank my principal supervisor, who evolved this critical form of research in architecture at RMIT 
University - Prof. Leon van Schaik and my assistant supervisors Prof. Kate Heron and Prof. Richard Blythe.
I wish to remember my deceased parents - my mother Éilís Uí Éanaigh (né, Ní Dhubhgall) and my father 
Pádraig Ó hÉanaigh. 
Lastly and most importantly I wish to acknowledge in particular the love and support of my own family for 
which I am profoundly grateful each day of my life - to my daughter Helen Ní Éanaigh McGarry, my son John 
Ó hÉanaigh McGarry and my partner in life + work, m’anam cara Michael McGarry.
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open letter
Dear Reader,
You are welcome to this ’inquiry’, this piece of research thinking, this PhD. The author, being an architect of 30+ years in practice, designs by thinking + 
doing, draws manually and paints in oils. She appreciates the story - visual, verbal and written, though can be susceptible to some complexity in her own 
weave as storyteller. This, notwithstanding, it is important to note that the author has been engaged in this research, open to making a range of 
discoveries while looking to find a truth - that ‘something’ which though simple, seemingly self evident when found, yet opens a door towards a 
powerful pathway of engagement and communication through architecture. That ‘something’ found through this research can be encapsulated as follows:
…that architects harness the capacity …to  look + see on the ‘visual tonal scale’ of colour as …people see colour…before form…before motion…
The written research is presented within five documents : 2 Books + 3 Appendices.  To settle in, the author suggests you start with Book 1 (as you are 
now doing) for…situating the research…position…practice overview…and other important house-keeping matters. If you want the meat of the 
dissertation, that’s in Book 2. In Appendix I you will find a largely visual tour/catalogue of McGarry Ní Éanaigh Architects selected projects, the 
practice, ‘body of work’ subject of this research also the ‘outlier project’ Tearmann.  You could reverse this viewing order if you prefer the visual tour/
catalogue before the dissertation. 
Appendices II + III are a connected pair of research essays made as part of the candidate’s RMIT Adapt-r Research Fellowship + RMIT University’s PhD 
2nd Milestone Review at PRS4 (November 2016). They form essential constituents of this research and laid the foundation for the equal visual/written 
page pairing, communication format used throughout these five documents. I hope you like your journey. 
Le meas,
SNíÉ
PS: where I quote material from within the five documents (2 Books + 3 Appendices)  I use blue colour text. 
Dublin 16/02/2018
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pragmatics/how to navigate through:
This critical practice PhD research is presented + disseminated through the three elements as required by 
RMIT University - an exhibition of creative work…a live presentation / viva voce …and a dissertation, which I 
have articulated and structured in the form of five documents as follows -
Book 1 - open letter…position/contextualising the research…situating the research…practice overview 
Book 2 - proposition…’the 9’…comment…conclusion…
Appendix I - ‘body of work’…selected images, brief descriptions…’the outlier project’ Tearmann
Appendix II - ‘tacit knowledge’…between mental space, the intuitive move and the judgement call
Appendix III - ‘methods’…between the office desk, the kitchen table and the memory stick
Book 1: Contents                                                                                                               Pages
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passage of the research through the Title + its evolutionary subtitles….. Abstract PRS6 1
position…contextualising the research 3
situating the research 5
understanding on key terms of…design thinking…venturous practice 7
practice overview…dates, places, people,…‘body of work’/ subject of research 13
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u n e a r t h i n g   g r o u n d 
presence…purpose…’pictura’
unearthing, speaks of discovery and of matter……….. 
ground, speaks of tangible substance - earth/soil/clay..of territory - physical/intellectual/emotional.. of preparation - layer as in painting
Reflecting on PRS1comments, subsequent work and my current research with this presentation I have sought to begin uncovering key 
urges, fascinations, influences and game changers through the exploration of a significant early project in our body of work, while 
briefly referencing later pieces. Questions arise.  Areas of resonance are emerging in the form of presence, purpose, ‘pictura’  
Institution: RMIT Europe
Phase: PRS 2
Discipline:  Architecture                                                                                     Siobhán Ní Éanaigh - McGarry Ní Éanaigh Architects
SNíÉ / posters for PRS1, PRS2, PRS3, PRS4,PRS5, PRS6
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passage of the research through the Title + its evolutionary subtitles
My PRS1 was entitled “mind’s eye + point of view.” The title “unearthing ground” with its meaning for me 
noted in italics, appeared for my PRS2 in November 2015 and has stuck since. With each PRS their subtitles 
listed below indicate the passage of the research concerns over time.
“unearthing ground” 
unearthing, speaks of discovery and of matter, ground, speaks of tangible substance - earth/soil/clay….of territory - 
physical/intellectual/emotional…of preparation - layer as in painting
PRS2 the subtitle was…presence… purpose…’pictura’ 
PRS3 the subtitle was…form + space ‘without’ 
PRS4 the subtitle was…ways…exchanges…propositions 
PRS5 the subtitle was…ethos…representation…great blue lump 
PRS6 the subtitle was…form…pigment…something ‘other’ 
research abstract PRS6
“With this PhD, I seek increased understanding of the nature of ‘design intelligence’ - as evidenced by the 
discipline of architecture through practice.
While understanding the process of getting large buildings/infrastructure built, acknowledging the invaluable 
contributions of staff members/colleagues in our office over 30 years of practice to that enterprise, what 
interests me specifically in this research is insight into how we get as thinkers/designers/practitioners…as 
architects, from a site and sheet of paper with a list of rooms/schedule of accommodation, numerous 
prescriptive do’s + don’ts…to… ‘a great blue lump of a school’*…’a crimson creature*… ‘design gets its full 
citizenship’.*
Paralleling my quest for new insight into ‘design intelligence’…spatial+formal…visual…material…is a 
preoccupation with exploring the ‘physical’ in a world seemingly favouring the ‘virtual’ (1) and specifically the 
place of our visual tonal register or judgement, applied to the phenomenon of…colour/light/pigment…as a 
medium of ‘design intelligence’ exercised through venturous practice in architecture.”
*denote descriptions given to our projects by judges/reviewers 
(1) the ‘virtual’ I am referring to by 
definition :Existing or resulting 
in essence or effect though not 
in actual fact, form, or name 
Created, simulated, or carried 
on by means of a computer or 
computer network : (The Free 
Dictionary)                     
(adjective) being such in power, 
force, or effect, though not 
actually or expressly such: 
(dictionary.com)
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position…contextualising this inquiry by design practice research
I am interested in human intelligence, by Howard Gardner’s model of its multiple intelligence types (1).I believe 
each has a role, a contribution to make ‘at the table’ in life. Having spent 30+years in professional practice my 
focus is on ‘design intelligence’ evidenced by the discipline of architecture through practice. The erosion over 
decades (much due to ourselves) of the architect’s role and consequent crisis in the profession has led to 
disillusionment, contributing to a less than effective harnessing in society of the architect’s particular expertise. 
Given on-going debate in architectural education, specifically with this research I seek a deeper understanding 
into the nature of ‘design intelligence’ as evidenced by venturous practice in architecture. What areas can 
research identify as being the discipline’s reservoir, its specific knowledge territory and responsibility under 
design intelligence-architecture? in a world where the concept of ‘design thinking’ now has a very far reach even 
into business. Insightfully, Leon van Schaik champions ‘spatial intelligence’ as the natural territory of architecture 
and the profession going forward - “ What I think we now need is a profession that constantly investigates and 
cares for the ways in which our spatial intelligence helps us to be at home in the world”(2)  Allied,  John Zeisel 
on design asks - “how a designer decides what is acceptable. On what basis does she test and improve her 
designs? How does she decide on a final design to be built?(3)This PhD seeks to contribute ‘something’ to that 
current review - see Dissertation/Book2.
RMIT’s “School of Architecture & Design’s Higher Degree Research program culture is underpinned by an 
iterative process of twice yearly Practice Research Symposium (PRS) presentation, review panel discussion and 
candidate reflection.” (4) In parallel there is a continuous written component required in the form of a Research 
Compendium (RC) and a Review of Candidature (RoC). I will use these abbreviations henceforth, and will 
quote from my own as firsthand time-based evidence. The following is from the common introduction to  ‘Tacit 
Knowledge’ and ‘Methods’, part of my Adapt-r/RMIT Research Fellowship and Mid-Candidature submission 
(November 2016) now forming Appendices 4 + 5 of this PhD’s five book written submission.…“Over the 
following two years I investigated and reflected upon …further study - the what, the how, the where, without 
finding…something which resonated with me. After spending 30+ years in architecture mainly in professional 
practice while…involved in education…as a senior design tutor…and subsequently as a visiting critic and 
external examiner to several academic institutions my wish to take stock, to find ‘something’ out, persisted. 
I have…been…engaged in…PhD by Design Practice Research in Architecture since attending my first PRS…
April 2014. Following that significant experience, I…delivered my Pre-App Presentation…later that year.In April 
2016, I completed my PRS 3…and have as a PhD candidate/ADAPTr Research Fellow been reflecting upon my 
experience thus far. The sense, the visualisation which comes to my mind in seeking to characterise this ongoing 
research journey is the möbius, where my actions of ‘thinking’ and ‘doing’ in all their strands are in some sort of 
active continuous symbiotic moving relationship - forming, deforming, reforming - the one of the other 
expectant, demanding, supportive though never cosy, each needing the other, the pair nourished through 
thinking, reading, writing....the journey finding its specific direction towards a strand of knowledge/insight being 
released in and from the practice through the dynamic of the möbius towards that... ‘something’…”. 
Since then, the research has developed, clarifying its specific ’something’. Key to that has been the immersive 
nature of this ‘inquiry’ through ‘coal-face’ practice in the discipline itself.  Zeisel again - “ Designers working on 
an actual project do not just sit down and “design”; it is not a two dimensional activity. Rather, like other 
developmental processes, such as …bringing up children, design is a complex activity …including several 
analytically distinct elementary activities : imaging, presenting, and testing.” (5) 
(1) Gardner, Howard: Frames of 
Mind, The Theory of Multiple 
Intelligences.
(2) van Schaik, Leon: Spatial 
Intelligence, New Futures for 
Architecture pg. 033
(3) Zeisel, John. Inquiry by Design. pg. 
28 
(4) RMIT University PRS Review 
Process November 2017 ( Europe 
PRS) pg.03 
(5) Zeisel, John. Inquiry by Design.pg. 
22 
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situating the research 
This design practice PhD falls within the creative practice research model as established and developed over 
the past three decades by Prof Leon van Schaik AO and in collaboration with others at RMIT University, 
Crucially what distinguished this PhD model for me over other programmes is its deliberate focus on the 
active, coalface, complex process of architectural design through practice itself - an experience which can 
range from …exhilaration to desperation…and the many shades in between such as the purely pragmatic…
for the architect in venturous practice on a daily basis. 
Being very similar to my first experience of this RMIT programme, I will reference the recently deceased, 
admired academic Prof. Johan Verbeke describing his excitement on first contact with it when he wrote - “I 
was immediately interested. It is a research programme which is very much in line with the education in most 
schools of architecture where the design studios are the core of the curriculum. For design practice research, 
the designing and making is key to the research process….The research builds on design practice and new 
design work in order to develop insight and knowledge.”(1) Running this creative practice research 
programme RMIT’s Research Practice Lab provides the platform, structure and credibility of an enduring, 
international, empirical, evidenced-based research programme with an ongoing evidence-surfacing mechanism 
for and of creative practice in design. I found it extremely useful during my research to be able to consult the 
work of previous candidates such as - Richard Blythe : A Terroir of Terroir (Or, A Brief History of Design Places), 
SueAnne Ware : Anti Memorials ; Re-Thinking The Landscape of Memory, Jennifer Lowe : The Space Between : 
Where Dialogue Takes Place, Martyn Hook : The Act of Reflective Practice, The Emergence of Irendale Pedersen Hook 
Architects, Arnaud Hendrickx : Substantiating Displacement, Tom Holbrook : Between furniture & Infrastructure - 
expanding disciplinarity, Jo Van den Berghe : Theatre of Operations, or : Construction Site as Architectural Design
A significant characterising mechanism which differentiates this PhD model is the bi-annual PRS - peer review 
symposium. “The PRS is an extra - ordinary, fundamental core event in the PhD by Design Practice Research. 
It is where candidates/research fellows present, communicate, lay bare their ongoing research within a 
formally programmed time slot to an open forum of peers, observers, with a ‘chaired expert panel’ in order 
to receive the benefit of insight from others particularly panel members through observations, questioning, 
commentary and the active discursive conversations which ensue. It is a primary mechanism by which much 
that lies beneath though in constant use in design thinking - tacit knowledge is surfaced…The range of work, 
approaches and cultural diversity is wide. I have attended presentations …not part of my ‘community of 
practice’ referred to warmly (and acknowledged warmly) as technology ‘geeks’. I have very little purchase into 
this methodology mirroring their lack into mine (which likewise might warmly be referred to in the spirit of 
cave painting as ‘palaeolithic’) but what we all appreciate is the ‘design intelligence’ common to both 
approaches  - the presence of tacit knowledge.” (2)
Fundamentally, those involved in this reflective research are seeking answers irrespective of their individual 
research titles to a core question - what is it that enables the creative practitioner / the venturous 
practitioner in architecture to practice and to sustain the practice of so doing over a career’s time ? I am 
seeking to more fully understand the nature of that creative capacity, the design intelligence which powers 
that effort + endeavour in order to see what it is that we who possess it uniquely might ‘bring to the table’ in 
life. The hope is to contribute to knowledge and to the necessary on-going debate on the nature on 
architectural education. Through this research I have discovered ‘the 9’ - not all equal finds but all necessary 
threads in the weaving of my discovery cloth  - see Dissertation/Book 2.
(1) van Schaik, Leon. Anna 
Johnson. The Pink Book- 
Second Edition. 
onepointsixone, Melbourne 
2011. pg 163.
(2) SNíÉ Methods/Appendix III, 
pg. 10
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SNíÉ /A3 foldout book of practice ‘body of work’ made for PRS2
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Among other characterising aspects of this research methodology is a requirement for each candidate to 
examine through a series of lenses or contexts, their completed ‘body of work’ as well as their on-going work 
in practice. These exercises support the teasing out and testing processes which inform and shape the 
candidate’s research quest. Using individual tracking, tracing, mapping, marking, making,…methods… in-depth 
finds are surfaced which become their contribution at the PRS presentation and subsequent discussion in its 
open forum. For example, our ‘mental space’ lens which influences in a profound way our individual 
and (where experienced) our shared spatial history reservoirs once found and acknowledged, is an 
undeniable influence on how we shape space as spatial thinkers, to mention a significant strand of 
design intelligence in the architect.  
Dissemination of findings, being a core imperative of this PhD research model happens through the published 
PhD’s - books, journals and critically via the on-line active resource of the RMIT Practice Research Lab in 
Architecture. From my perspective a key strength of this PhD by design practice research model is that it 
offered an international supportive platform for open, rigorous debate based on in depth original research 
into the practice of architecture from / within a professional framework and perspective in pursuit of new 
knowledge on this subject - one which has much occupied me and our practice over the past three decades. 
On reflection, I wanted my research time to be spent in pursuit of something insightful but also fundamentally 
useful in terms of a better fix on architecture’s potential capacity to engage and communicate. Broadly 
speaking in my experience, most non-architects ie. the general public consider architecture between the 
extremes of either something frivolous which anyone could do on the back of an envelope or as smoothing 
very remote / only for the wealthy and highbrow. In his review of the book The Poetry of Vision: The ROSC 
Art Exhibition 1967-1988 Raymon Ryan referred to the Irish architect Michael Scott’s 1977 proposal to set 
up a world architectural ROSC. However, An Chomhairle Ealaíon /The Arts Council’s opinion on the matter 
was that unfortunately “his proposal failed to overcome the fundamental problem that the general public did 
not understand architecture”. (1) 
Unlike my countryman Oscar Wilde who in his novel ‘The picture of Dorian Gray’ says - ‘‘we can forgive a 
man for making a useful thing as long as he does not admire it”. I admire, and value pragmatics, useful-ness in 
life and in architecture. On page 53 of my ‘Methods’ (now Appendix III in this PhD written submission) I 
quoted the Scandinavian architect Ralph Erskine’s reference on the matter of - ‘Brukskonst’ - we must never 
forget that architecture differs from all other major arts in that it is “Brukskonst - the art of that which is useful” . It 
has been important to me that the basis for this research be framed within the context of somehow bridging 
this yawning gap of understanding between the general public and the discipline of architecture as I believe 
that,  conversation through a level of mutual respect and engagement results in ownership by all.
understanding key terms:  venturous practice /practitioner……design thinking/thinker
I think it is useful for me to dwell further on my experience or relationship with these two concepts above - 
The text on the next page is from my Pre-Application documentation and accompanying presentation in 
Barcelona, November 2014.
(1) Ryan, Raymund, book review of 
The Poetry of Vision : The 
ROSC Art Exhibition 
1967-1988 by Peter Shortt, 
Irish Academic Press, 
Newbridge, 2016 in AI 292, 
Issue 2, 2017,March/April pg. 99
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“Venturous Practice” - some thoughts on the subject as exercised in our work on a 
daily basis
The project, which may be built or un-built can yet exert a tangible response, a resonance, leading to insight for further 
reference and research
The speculation, quest to uncover the essence of the particular problem in order to come to an understanding of the 
‘nature of the beast’ thereby leading to the proposition and though not always its physical manifestation in built form
Aware of precedents, having acquired and still acquiring experience, conscious of the varying, multifactorial demands 
and constraints nonetheless, insisting on the naivety of starting from first principles with each project
Conscious of professional responsibility to society, to the discipline and domain of architecture, expressed and 
vindicated through each project undertaken irrespective of scale, by exercising an open mind and heart, excited by the 
probable tough impending creative journey, the choices, overlay upon overlay leading to that place of understanding 
towards a solid proposition which may broaden human experience in some way, thus extending knowledge
The work of the practice spanning thirty years, is characterised in part by its range of subject matter from furniture, 
the individual room, the large outdoor public room, the collection of individual rooms organised around the communal 
at varying scales for varying purposes in varying siting conditions be it the individual plot, field or quarter to the public 
infrastructural ways over, along and across rivers
We like and need the following to do our professional work on a daily basis -
 the hungry mind - sense and understanding of structure and scale, personal curiosity aroused by landscape, 
history, archaeology, art, building, time, place, climate, planting, people, practice, work, skills, technology, materials, … the 
list is wide in the domain of architecture
 the insatiable eye - constantly imbibing visual signals, clues, knowledge, honing an architect’s invaluable core skill, 
that ability to look, to see and to evaluate, thus leading to conclusions, choices and ultimately creative propositions
 the listening ear - that appreciation of and respect for the essential discourse with those who will experience the 
proposition made manifest
the sensory agent - the inherent interest in and knowledge of materials and craft coupled with an appreciation of 
their capacity to enrich sensorial experience 
the creative intelligence - the ability to research across a complex range of matters exercising mature judgement 
while creatively allowing the work to evolve
 the generous spirit - a requirement in seeking to achieve work of value and not merely work that is adequate
the emotional being - the reservoir of memory coupled with deep understanding of human activities and needs in 
order to propose that which will engender emotional engagement and if possible…… joy”
 www.mcgnie.ie
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‘venturous practice/ practitioner’ 
As seen opposite without any formal knowledge or reading on the subject at the time I had attempted by 
own version of the ‘venturous practitioner’. 
A wonderfully constructive aspect and significant part of research culture is learning from and building on the 
work of others in order to hopefully contribute some insight. Jo Van Den Berghe in his 2012 PhD -“Theatre 
of Operations, or: Construction Site as Architectural Design : 2 The Overarching Essay on pg.21, referenced 
from a 2007 lecture in Brussels (with images) by Leon van Schaik - “At the tip of the cone sits the PhD 
moment - a place of ease from which the entire research can be contemplated, and a pipette inserted into it - 
here shown entering from the top right - and taking the samples from which the PhD narrative is extracted 
and constructed” (1) (later published in Reflections +13, Leon van Schaik 2009)”  This ‘pipetting’ from the 
‘cone’ (process of design practice research) is a fantastic metaphor for “sucking out” his PhD as Jo describes 
it but I find that the simple ‘pipetting’ action is also applicable to smaller things like - gaining clarity, particularly 
on terminology in order to be clear, specific, knowing your ground towards insight, the contribution to 
knowledge. In that regard and again building on or gaining from the work of others the following extract by 
Richard Blythe on the nature of the ‘venturous practitioner' was very useful to me I recognised its feathers as 
my own / our own in McGarry Ní Éanaigh Architects. “The venturous practitioner is one who, being 
dissatisfied with the disciplinary realm to which he or she practices, seeks a shift, in topological terms, the 
boundary of the discipline and thereby to expand it in some substantial way. That is to say, the venturous 
practitioner contributes to knowledge through a certain kind of practice that is oriented in a specific 
direction, is motivated by a driving intent, and proceeds according to a systematic and grounded process. 
These qualities of dissatisfaction (meaning that there is a certain lack of satisfaction with the discipline ‘as 
found’, which motivates the venturous practitioner to seek change), along with intentionality and grounding 
differentiate the venturous practitioner from professional practice. These qualities, however, do not in any way 
preclude professional practice from venturous practice when that professional practice also demonstrates 
these qualities. In other words, the venturous practitioner, whether or not he or she is involved in practice is 
engaged in research.”(2)
With this PhD research and reflection, I think the ‘venturous practitioner’ in architecture is one who takes 
responsibility, who insists on exercising their prerogative as professionals using their design intelligence 
capacity to interpret and find what they judge to be their best answer to the question framed within a given 
site, brief and circumstance, while critically, also contributing to the discipline of architecture.   
(1) https://
researchbank.rmit.edu.au/view/
rmit:160374/
Van_Den_Berghe_Book_1.pdf
(2) Blythe, Richard, An 
Epistemology Concerning 
Venturous Design Practice 
Research in Architecture, pg.1 
https://www.researchgate.net/
publication 
299389612_An_Epistemology_
of_Venturous_Practice
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‘design intelligence’……. ‘design thinking’ / thinker’
Prior to my second PRS/Nov.2015, I wrote about a specific ‘waste’ which irks me and with respect to which 
feel I have a certain responsibility hence the research -“There is an absence of design thinkers at the 'decision 
making tables’. The alchemy which characterises design thinking, its reactive process of analysis and synthesis 
apt to produce the unimagined is broadly speaking neither trusted, respected nor understood by those 
outside its reach (though not its everyday influence) and often not clearly articulated by those whose 
responsibility it is to champion its role, value and specific potential to society. I believe that design thinking* 
remains a largely untapped resource in areas of human endeavour including those everyday challenges 
requiring creative strategies and purposeful imaginative problem solving. (SNíÉ/PRS2/RoC, pg.1) Subsequently, 
for my third PRS/April 2016 referencing my contention - “there is an absence of design thinkers at the 
decision making tables” I wrote “Research requires clarity not least in its terminology. What I meant and 
mean by ‘design thinkers’ is, those whose knowledge and understanding stems from the creative disciplines, 
particularly (in this research) architecture, the visual arts, landscape architecture. I should also add that on 
googling ‘design thinking’ I noted that business has appropriated the term, but business is clearly neither my 
research interest nor territory.” (SNíÉ/PRS3/RoC, pg.1) 
Originally, I had used the term ‘design thinking’ oblivious to the implication within formal research of it having 
been appropriated decades earlier by others having no specific reference to architecture. During a 
supervisory session June 17, 2017 with Kate Heron and Richard Blythe in discussion on possible publication 
of my two RMIT /Adapt-r research papers on ‘Tacit Knowledge’ and ‘Methods (now Appendices 4 + 5 in this 
PhD written submission) Richard referenced as potentially problematic my use of the term ‘design thinking’ 
given its appropriation by others! He was right, Matt Morasky in ‘Design Thinking vs. Visual Thinking’ wrote - 
“IDOE  popularised the method in the early 1990’s by applying it to product design. Since that time, a variety 
of design thinking approaches have been applied to an ever-increasing range of challenges.”(1). Also Barbra 
Bryson in “Future of Architects: Extinction or Irrelevance” wrote - “On our best days, architects understand 
complex contexts and develop multiple solutions to difficult problems. Design thinking, the emphatic 
problem-solving methodology, grew, in part, out of our architectural problem-solving design methodologies. 
Education innovators are also taking lessons from architecture schools. Active learning, making spaces, and 
student engagement all have roots in the studio process. The rest of the world is learning from our processes, 
grabbing our best material, and moving on to success and relevance. Architects, on the other hand, are 
impossibly stagnant in process and perspective, incredibly vulnerable to irrelevance and even extinction. I 
believe we have been on this road for decades, and we need to make some profound changes if we as 
architects are to have an impact on the built environment in the future and if we wish to be relevant.” (2) She 
points to the discipline’s strategic failure…”Architects have not built a foundation of rigorous original 
research and knowledge as have other professions”.(3)
However in all this talk of terminology…appropriation…words…I am reminded of a 1958 lecture 
‘Dimensions of Design’(4) by Josef Albers in which he had something to say on the word ‘design’. Alber’s 
mother-tongue was German. He opens thus - “First I should like to clarify the term ‘design’ both, as I saw it, 
and as I see it. In my mother-tongue there is no word of an equal meaning. So it took me a long time to grasp 
the connotation of ‘design’. You will remember that for many years…abstract art was declared dead. But it 
even entered children’s art classes. And when they made those non-representational colour scribblings I asked 
a little boy what it meant? Oh he says, thats just design, just design. All this did not lead me to an easy or 
pleasant acceptance of that word ‘design’ …so I finally rose to the following verbal formulation of my own…
(1) http://xblog.xplane.com/
design-thinking-vs-visual-
thinking
(2) http://www.di.net/articles/
future-architects-
extinction-irrelevance/
(3) ibid
(4) Josef Albers: Dimensions of 
Design - (lecture)  1958                      
http://
www.albersfoundation.or
g/teaching/josef-albers/
lectures/#tab6
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…To design is to plan and organise, to order, to relate and to control. In short, it embraces all means 
opposing disorder and accident. Therefore it signifies a human need and qualifies man’s thinking and doing. 
With this formulation I point at ‘design’ as an outspoken human affair and its concern with quality and 
selection and consequently at its ethical implications.” While forgiving his misogynistic overtones I find this 
description, particularly his last sentence to be very significant, he isolates…an outspoken human affair…
quality+selection…ethical implications. These three in my experience are very close to what being a 
venturous practitioner in architecture working professionally on a daily basis is. In our practice it means 
acting from the position of a stated ethos - making selections/judgements with respect to good use of public 
money interfacing with the resource (privately or publicly owned) that is our natural and built landscape.  
Albers states given its listed characteristics including ’its ethical implications’ that he does - “not accept the 
much posted slogan…‘design is everywhere’…I believe that it is human control or, if you prefer, human 
interference with nature, that converts earth and water and what grows from both into design”. Later (in the 
lecture) as a teacher he clarifies ’design’ in relation to the nature of his classes saying - “by ‘design’, here, I do 
not mean industrial or product design, but a general training in and for design…basic design…very briefly 
means lubrication of imagination, and colour just plain magic”. Furthermore he states - “we oppose the 
academic concept of theory and practice, in which theory is placed artificially first, because naturally practice 
precedes theory. We believe in learning by experience as more lasting than memorising rules and theories. We 
demonstrate that there is besides thinking and logical conclusions - also thinking in situations and that is in 
my opinion is what the creative process means.” In this latter part of his lecture Albers touches on a number 
of ‘design’ matters relevant to our way of work in McGarry Ní Éanaigh Architects….imagination, heuristics/
mock-ups, trial and error…actions of doing and reviewing…physical engagement…colour…all also relevant 
to this PhD by design research practice.
Seeking further understanding on the nature of ‘design intelligence’ I will conclude with an extract of mine 
from April 2016  - “Ultimately, the research is undertaken in order to understand how ‘work’ comes into 
being, the complex...intuitive nature of it...the mistakes made....the tacit knowledge accumulated...the 
judgement calls...through researching a specific body of work where the projects are evidence of and bear 
witness to a propensity for action in a particular way the nature of the creative endeavour - the reciprocal 
relationship which evolves between the work and its author(s) revealed - insight attained and thus basic 
knowledge with respect to design practice in architecture is increased”. (SNíÉ/ PRS3 /RoC - pgs. 1, 2). On ‘the 
physical,’ a particular interest of mine from the outset - “In light of the apparent ongoing tendency towards 
championing the ‘virtual’ in life generally and its consequences on the development of architectural thinking 
and practice in particular, I seek to uncover what role and contribution issues of personal engagement both 
emotional and physical - resonance, representation, synthesis, meaning.... non virtual characteristics, may have 
played and continue to play in the specific development and evolution over three decades of both our 
projects and our practice.”(SNíÉ/PRS2/RoC - pg. 1) 
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Group 91 Architects - members left to right + back to front: Michael McGarry, Derek Tynan, Niall McCullough, John Tuomey, Sheila 
O’Donnell, Shelly McNamara, Shay Cleary, Paul Keogh, Rachael Chidlow, Siobhán Ní Éanaigh, Yvonne Farrell, Valerie Mulvin, Shane O’Toole.  
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practice overview - McGarry Ní Éanaigh Architects 
1983/84 - Return to Ireland, living in Dublin. MMcG teaching (part-time) at DIT, (Dublin Institute of 
Technology) member of City Architecture Studio, SNíÉ : Full-time employment with de Blacam & Meagher 
Architects, Dublin. After Berlin, Dublin felt like a fish-bowl!!!  how else might we live on the ‘island? ….(for 
further insight see Dissertation /Book 2 pg. 119)
1984 - Move to Co. Louth/Drogheda area - on trainline between Dublin and Belfast. MMcG set up practice 
at 21, Laurence Street, Drogheda, MMcG teaching at DIT, SNíÉ commuting daily to Dublin working full-time at 
de Blacam & Meagher Architects, MMcG+ SNíÉ working/discussing projects together weekends - e.g. The 
Clothes Stand, Metal Crossing in Glendalough. Renting a house locally
1985 - Practice Drogheda - MMcG+ SNíÉ now working in practice together on shop projects, small 
domestic renovations. MMcG teaching at DIT. Renting a house locally
1986 - Practice Drogheda - working on shop projects, small domestic renovations/extensions, a local 17th 
century historic house (asked to take over the project when existing architect emigrated). MMcG teaching at 
DIT. Renting a house locally
1987 - Practice Drogheda - working on small country family house, small commercial/fashion shop(s) /pub, 
Drogheda. MMcG teaching at DIT. SNíÉ teaching( Part-time) at UCD (University College Dublin).  Bid on 
house (for home) in Termonfechin village,Co.Louth
1988 - Practice Drogheda - working on House on a Drumlin, Co. Monaghan; Brick House, Co. Louth; Irish 
Timber Design /Táin Interpretative Centre Competition; House sale concluded (our home) the project I 
refer to as Tearmann, with its  Phase 1 Works in hand. MMcG teaching at DIT, SNíÉ teaching at UCD
1989 - Birth of our first child. Practice Drogheda - working on House on a Drumlin, Co. Monaghan; Brick 
House, Co. Louth;  Renovation of a stone cottage, Co. Meath; Medical Centre, Drogheda; Waterfront/Mell Co. 
Louth. MMcG teaching at DIT. SNíÉ teaching at UCD
1990 - Practice Drogheda - working on Brick House, Co. Louth; Renovation of a stone cottage, Co. Meath; 
Arranmore Holiday Housing Competition; Medical Centre, Drogheda; Works at W+C McDonnells Drogheda. 
MMcG teaching at DIT.  SNíÉ teaching at UCD
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1991 - Practice Drogheda - working on W+C McDonnells works; Drogheda, Medical Centre, Drogheda; 
House on a River, Co. Louth; Member/Group 91 Architects (refer to image on page 12), Dublin - Making a 
Modern Street + Temple Bar Framework Plan Competition.MMcG teaching at DIT.  SNíÉ teaching at UCD
1992 - Practice Drogheda - working on House on a River, Co. Louth;  Poddle Gate and Poddle Bridge, Dublin. 
Member/ Group 91 Architects, Westend feasibility studies Dublin. MMcG teaching at DIT.  SNíÉ teaching at 
UCD
1993 - Practice Drogheda - woking on the OPW Museum + Visitor Centre Old Mellifont Abbey, Co. Louth; 
Travellers Housing Design Competition;  Member/Group 91 Architects, Dublin - working on Poddle Gate and 
Poddle Bridge, Dublin; Thames Bridge competition, UK; MMcG teaching at DIT. SNíÉ teaching at UCD
1994 - Birth of our second child. Practice Drogheda - working on OPW Museum + Visitor Centre Old 
Mellifont Abbey, Co. Louth; Renovation + Extension of an old Rectory,  Co. Louth (Tearmann); S3 office HQ, 
Co. Dublin;  Coláiste Choilm, Fingal, Co. Dublin; House at Baltray, Co.Louth;  Member/Group 91 Architects, 
Dublin. MMcG teaching at DIT. SNíÉ teaching at UCD
1995 - Practice Drogheda - working on OPW Museum + Visitor Centre Old Mellifont Abbey, Co. Louth; S3 
office HQ, Co. Dublin; Coláiste Choilm,Fingal, Co. Dublin; Fairgate Surgery, Drogheda; Radio IRL ltd., Dublin; 
Member/ Group 91 Architects, Dublin. SNíÉ teaching at UCD
1996 - Practice Drogheda - working on S3 office HQ, Co. Dublin; Coláiste Choilm,Fingal, Co. Dublin;  Parallel 
House, Co.Cavan;  Drogheda Institute of Further Education, Drogheda; Member/Group 91 Architects, Dublin 
TBP/ Scarlet Row Mixed Use, Dublin; An Post HPO, Dundalk;.SNíÉ teaching at UCD 
1997 - Practice Drogheda - working on S3 office HQ, Co. Dublin; Coláiste Choilm,Fingal, Co. Dublin; Parallel 
House, Co.Cavan; Drogheda Institute of Further Education, Drogheda; Smithfield Public Space International 
Design Competition; McGNíÉ Architects Exhibition at the RIAI, Dublin; DCC Liffey Boardwalk Dublin 
feasibility study; TBP Scarlet Row Mixed Use, Dublin; McArdle House, Co.Louth; An Post HPO, Dundalk; 
Member/Group 91 Architects, Dublin. SNíÉ teaching at UCD 
1998 - Practice Drogheda - working on Coláiste Choilm,Fingal, Co. Dublin; TBP Scarlet Row Mixed Use, 
Dublin; Liffey Pedestrian Bridge International Design Competition; BRL Shangan 2C Housing Dublin; New 
Monument for O’Connell Street Competition; DCC Ormond Quay Courthouse Competition (Invited) 
Dublin;  Member/Urban Projects, Dublin - DDDA Clarion Quay Competition, Dublin Docklands; Cornmarket 
Street Pedestrian Bridge, Cork, International Design Competition (Stage I with Muir Consult. Eng.) 
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1999 - Practice Drogheda - working on DCC Smithfield Public Space; BRL Shangan 2C Housing Dublin; TBP 
Scarlet Row Mixed Use, Dublin; Cornmarket Street Pedestrian Bridge, Cork, International Design 
Competition (Stage II with Muir Consult. Eng.); Monaghan VEC Education Centre, Co. Monaghan; Drogheda 
Arts Centre,Barlows Yard, Drogheda; Cherrywood Office + Park Centre, Dublin; DCC Liffey Boardwalk 
(Phase 1 with Muir Consult. Eng.) Dublin; Member/Urban Projects, Dublin - Clarion Quay project, Dublin
2000 - Practice Drogheda - working on DCC Smithfield Public Space,Dublin; BRL Shangan 2C Housing 
Dublin; Monaghan VEC Education Centre; Cherrywood Office + Park Centre, Dublin; Walshestown National 
School (Ext.), Co. Louth; Monaghan VEC Ballybay Community College (Phase I); DCC Liffey Boardwalk (Phase 
with Muir Consult. Eng.) Dublin; Member/Urban Projects, Dublin - Clarion Quay project, Dublin Docklands; 
CCC(Cornmarket St) Shandon Bridge, (with Muir Consult. Eng.) Cork.
2001 - Practice Drogheda - working on BRL Shangan 2C Housing Dublin; Monaghan VEC Education Centre; 
Cherrywood Office + Park Centre, Dublin; Drogheda Institute of Further Education, Drogheda; DCC 
Ballyfermot Leisure Centre + The Base/Youth Centre Dublin; DCC Liffey Boardwalk (Phase II) Dublin; 
Beechfield, Co.Louth; Our Lady’s College Lift, Drogheda; Medical Centre extension, Drogheda; Mallard House, 
Drogheda; McGNíÉ Architects. Exhibition, RSUA, Belfast; Member/Urban Projects - Clarion Quay Project 
Dublin Docklands; Scully’s Field Study project, Dublin; CCC(Cornmarket St) Shandon Bridge, (with Muir 
Consult. Eng.) Cork.
2002 - Practice Drogheda - working on DCC Liffey Boardwalk (Phase II), Dublin; Drogheda Institute of 
Further Education, Drogheda;  Education Centre fit out , Co. Monaghan; Cherrywood Office + Park Centre, 
Dublin; OPW/ Dublin Castle, Chairman’s Office, Dublin;  DCC Chapelizod boardwalk feasibility Study, Co. 
Dublin. Member/ Urban Projects - Scully’s Field Study; CCC(Cornmarket St) Shandon Bridge, (with Muir 
Consult. Eng.) Cork; DCC St. Michael’s Family Resource+After School Centre feasibility study.
2003 - Practice Drogheda - working on Smithstown Golf Range, Co. Meath, : Drogheda Institute of Further 
Education, Drogheda : Urban Splash/ River Irwell Design Competition (Invited), UK; Belgrave Rd 
(Ext.),Monkstown, Co Dublin; Monaghan VEC, Beechill, Co.Monaghan; Member/ Urban Projects - Nabco 
Housing East Rd, Dublin;  CCC(Cornmarket St) Shandon Bridge, (with Muir Consult. Eng.) Cork; A+P 
Parkinson, Clogherhead, Co. Louth
2004 - Practice Drogheda - working on Meath VEC Ratoath College, Co. Meath; BRL Sillogue 9 Housing; 
Ballymun, Dublin; DCC St Michael’s Framework Plan, Inchicore, Dublin;  Louth VEC Bush PE Hall; OPW Rock 
of Cashel feasibility Study, Co. Tipperary;  DCC Smithfield South Study, Dublin;  Member/ Urban Projects - 
Cherry Orchard Housing Competition; Grand Canal Basin Study, Marrowbone Lane Study, Dublin; 
CCC(Cornmarket St) Shandon Bridge,(with Muir Consult. Eng.) Cork;  Member - DublinCentralCompetition
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2005 - Practice Drogheda - working on DCC LBW Flood Defences, Dublin;  DCC O’Deveney Gardens 
Urban Regeneration Competition; Meath VEC Ratoath College, Co. Meath; BRL Sillogue 9 Housing; Ballymun, 
Dublin; Monaghan VEC Outdoor Pursuit Tanagh, Co. Monaghan : Liffey Cable Car / ‘Suas’ Project (with ROD 
Consult. Eng.) Dublin;  OPW Oldbridge House restaurant feasibility study, Co.Meath;  Member/ Urban 
Projects - North Lotts,  Spencer Dock Study, Dublin: Member of architecture team for the  - Dublin Central 
Competition 
2006 - Practice Drogheda + Dublin - working on IPA Conceptual Design Competition (Invited); Dublin; 
Dunshaughlin + Culmullen Pastoral Centre, Co.Meath; Kyrl’s Quay Cork Competition; Member/Dublin 
Central Architects - Dublin Central Project;  DCC Liffey Valley Park Pedestrian Competition (invited) Garage 
Theatre feasibility study Monaghan; Droichead Arts Centre Studios, Drogheda; Liffey Cable Car / ‘Suas’ 
Project (with ROD Consult. Eng.) Dublin  
2007 - Practice Drogheda + Dublin - working on our ’Cuas Anna Livia’ project as Exhibition Member/ 
Ireland at The LisbonTriennial, Portugal;  NDFA/PPP Schools Bundle II Competition, Co Offaly, DCC Thomas 
St/Old Grand Canal Harbour Study, Dublin; Member/Dublin Central Architects - Dublin Central Project; BRL 
Sillogue 9 (Ext.) Housing; Ballymun, Dublin; Becbay / Glass Bottle Site Competition (with KCAP Zurich, 
Rotterdam) Liffey Cable Car / ‘Suas’ Project (with ROD Consult. Eng.) Dublin
2008 - Practice Drogheda + Dublin - working on DCC/ ‘Dublin Leisure’ Study : Zagreb Kaptol Competition, 
Croatia; DCC Moore Street Urban Space Study, Dublin; Member/Dublin Central Architects - Dublin Central 
Project; BRL Sillogue 9 (Ext.) Housing; Ballymun, Dublin; Gardner House Office Development (to Plan.Per.) 
Liffey Cable Car / ‘Suas’ Project,(with ROD Consult. Eng.) Dublin
2009 - Practice Drogheda + Dublin - working on Monaghan VEC Ballybay Community College (Phases I), Co. 
Monaghan; Dublin Parlour Competition, Docklands: Louth VEC Bush Sports Hall, Riverstown,Co.Louth; 
Member/ Dublin Central Architects - John Lewis Store design study, Dublin; Drogheda Institute of Further 
Education (Ext.) Moneymore, Drogheda; Rathdaire Cottage, Ballybrittas, C.Laois; Member/Dublin Central 
Architects - Dublin Central Project; MMcG Prof. of Architecture QUB
2010 - Practice Dublin - working on NDFA PPP Schools Bundle III Competition - (BAM) Coláiste Ailigh, Co. 
Donegal + Athlone Community College, Co. Westmeath; Monaghan VEC Barracks Competition Stage II; 
Monaghan VEC Coláiste Ard Feá (Refurb.): Member:Dublin Central Architects - Dublin Central Project, The 
Plus I Link Moore Street/ ILAC, Dublin; Wheaton Hall Medical Practice feasibility study, Drogheda; Louth VEC 
DIFE Completion works, Drogheda.
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2011 - Practice Dublin - working on CL Merrion Road feasibility study, Dublin; Monaghan VEC Tanagh 
Outdoor Education Centre; Louth VEC King Street Building Works (Protected Structure) Drogheda; 
Monaghan VEC Ballybay Community College (Phases II); Crosslanes (consult.) Drogheda; Clane Boys National 
School, Co. Kildare; NDFA Coláiste Ailigh, Co. Donegal; (NDFA Athlone Community College, Co. Westmeath
2012 - Practice Dublin - working on Meath VEC Ratoath College (Ext.),Jamestown; Louth VEC Scoil Uí 
Mhuirí (Ext.), Dunleer, ; DoES Post Primary School Competition, Tallaght, Dublin ; Monaghan VEC Ballybay 
Community College (phase III); Little Angels Special National School, Co. Donegal; NDFA Coláiste Ailigh, Co. 
Donegal; NDFA  Athlone Community College, Co. Westmeath
2013 - Practice Dublin - working on DAA Masterplan, Dublin Airport (with KCAP Zurich, Rotterdam) DoES 
Primary School Ideas Competition; NDFA Coláiste Ailigh, Co. Donegal; NDFA Athlone Community College, 
Co. Westmeath; LMETB Ratoath College ( Pl. Appeal), Jamestown; Catch, ILAC centre, henry st./Moore St. 
Dublin; Sacred Heart School, (consult.) Drogheda; CMETB Beech Hill College works (phase II); DoES Primary 
school Ideas Competition; Little Angels Special National School, Co. Donegal
2014 - Practice Dublin - working on Blackhall Place, (feasability study and Pl.Per) Dublin ; Etui/Dundrum, 
Dublin; BLC Fitness Gym(Ext.) Dublin; Castlethorn Merrion Gate feasibility study Dublin;  NDFA Coláiste 
Ailigh, Co. Donegal; NDFA Athlone Community College, Co. Westmeath; Little Angels Special National School, 
Co. Donegal;  SNíÉ Research Fellowship/ Architecture, PhD candidate RMIT
2015 - Practice Dublin - working on DoES Harcourt Terrace /Grand Canal  Dublin School Competition; 
Candle Trust Community Project, Ballyfermot, Dublin; Greenlawns FF (consult.) Collon, Co. Louth; NDFA 
Athlone Community College, Co. Westmeath; Little Angels Special National School, Co. Donegal;  Meath VEC 
Ratoath College (Ext.) Jamestown; Louth VEC  Scoil  Uí  Mhuirí  Post Primary  (Ext.), Dunleer, Matt 
MacDonagh-Dumler Expert Witness/ Construction Law diplomaTCD
2016 - Practice Dublin - working on H+S McDonnell Mews House, Glasnevin, Dublin; Candle Trust 
Community Project, Ballyfermot, Dublin; Meath VEC Ratoath College (Ext.),Jamestown; Louth VEC Scoil Uí 
Mhuirí  Post Primary (Ext.), Dunleer, KCC Social Housing, Castlecomer, Co Kilkenny; Little Angels Special 
National School, Co. Donegal;     
2017 - Practice Dublin - working on Candle Trust Community Project, Ballyfermot, Dublin; KCC Social 
Housing, Castlecomer, Co Kilkenny; Little Angels Special National School, Co. Donegal; Meath VEC Ratoath 
College (Ext.),Jamestown; Louth VEC Scoil Uí Mhuirí  Post Primary (Ext.), Dunleer, DCU Business 
Management School  (FF consult.) Glasnevin, Dublin    
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staff members, people who have worked with us in the office
The office, just pipping three and a half decades of practice now with many projects built particularly 
community / public space, buildings, infrastructure, having benefited over that time from the invaluable 
contributions of circa fifty members of staff, people who have worked with us ranging between students, 
student architects, graduate architects, architects (registered), clerks of building works, photographers - 
coming from Ireland, Scotland, mainland Europe, particularly Germany as well as from the USA, India and 
Australia, happily many of whom still staying in touch with us from time to time. Some have gone on to found 
their own award winning practices such as Paul Kelly of FKL, Dave O’Shea of ODOS, while others have gone 
back home /or abroad to work in award winning practices such as with Níall McLaughlin Architects. A few 
have changed career, one such the very talented architect and singer Camille O’Sullivan who in the end 
choose to pursue singing professionally. However, more importantly than all this has been the birth of some 
children into the world - their parents having met while working in our practice which is beautiful and life 
affirming. 
In terms of the office age profile there are now three generations, its founding partners/directors Michael 
McGarry + Siobhán Ní Éanaigh its recently appointed (2015) co-director Matt MacDonagh-Dumler of the 
middle-generation with the younger generation including Ronan McCann who has been with us for over a 
decade, coming first as a student in 2005, now project architect on the Little Angels School project. Matt has 
been with us for two decades, an architect originally from Michigan, USA, he graduated from UVA with a 
Masters degree and joined our practice in December 1997. Among his talents and attributes including his 
wide project architect experience, his particular interest and contribution shines through his detail design 
capacity, on-site project delivery, interest and expert qualification in building contract law providing in 
particular to the younger members a valuable, collegiate source of solid coal face advice on the multilayered 
challenges of day to day contractual building practice in Ireland. To Stuart Hart now project architect on the 
Candle Trust project. for his patience and knowledge with my regular computer questions and Jamie 
Campbell the office go-to model maker now embarked on his Part III/Professional Practice who represents 
the youngest office generation. I have listed the c. 50 names of the people who have worked with us in 
reverse alphabetical order below -
Zimmermann, Eva : Stronge, David : Stewart, Ruth :  Spring, Deirdre : Shortall Patrick : Sheridan, Charlotte : 
Power, David :  O’Sullivan, Camille : O’Shea, Dave : O’Daly, Hannah : Ní Éanaigh, Siobhán : Moriarty, Louise : 
McMenamin, Claire :  McGarry, Michael : McGarry, John Ó Éanaigh : McGarry, Helen Ní Éanaigh :  Merchant, 
Zahid : McElroy, Eoin : Mac Donald, Tony : MacDonagh-Dumler, Matt : McDermott, Laura : McCann, Ronan : 
McBride, Michael : May, Stephen : Lennon, David : Lyons, Kathriona : Kim, Soo : Kelly, Paul : Kelly, Kevin : 
Hullmann, Jost : Hughes, Mary : Hennig, Jens :  Hegarty, Ronan : Hatch, Richard : Hartigan, Dominic : Hart, 
Stuart : Hamill, Ryan : Greenan, Brian : Gartland, Kevin : Flynn, Jilly : Duff, Evelyn  : Cushnahan, Eamonn : 
Crinion, Kate : Cody, Peter : Cleary, Paul : Chawke, Claire ; Carty, Ger : Carolan, Sarah : Campbell, Jamie : 
Brophy, Diarmaid : Boëhm, Maedi : Bassett, Ann
Between names and pictures it is my hope that all have been included here for their individual contributions. 
A particular contribution by Richard Hatch who worked with us for eighteen years developing among other 
capacities his photographic talent, now a professional photographer, he continues to photograph our buildings.  
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Medal :
Entry No. 168 Coláiste Ailigh by McGarry Ní Éanaigh Architects, Ireland
Jury Comment:
“A linear blue incision in a gently rolling landscape - the building sits comfortably as if it had always been there. The school’s well - crafted detailing exudes openness 
and the fully accessible and harmonious circulation areas, social areas and classrooms contribute to attentive learning. The building is notable for its careful use of 
colour and daylight creating an environment which is uplifting and facilitates both orientation and navigation. “
UIA Awards 2017 Winner New Buildings/ Friendly and Inclusive Spaces 
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Awards + Competitions 
2017 UIA Awards -Medal Winner, New Building/ Friendly + Inclusive Spaces- Coláiste Ailigh
2016 AAI Awards - Special Mention Award - Athlone Community College
2015 RIAI Awards - Best Educational Building - Award Winner - Athlone Community College
2015 RIAI Awards - Best Universal Design - Commended Award - Athlone Community College
2015 Irish Building + Design Awards; Best Educational Building Award- Athlone Community College
2015 EU Prize for Contemporary Architecture/Mies van der Rohe Award - Nominated
2014 RIAI Awards - Best Educational Building - Award Winner - Coláiste Ailigh
2014 RIAI Awards - Best Universal Design - Commended Award - Coláiste Ailigh
2014 RIAI Public Choice Award - Shortlisted
2014 AAI Awards - Award Winner - Coláiste Ailigh
2013 RIAI Awards - Best Educational Building - Highly Commended Award - Ballybay Community College
2013 RIAI Awards - Best Universal Design - Commended Award - Ballybay Community College
2013 RIAI Public Choice Award - Shortlisted
2012 NDFA Schools Bundle 3 PPP - (Member/Competition Team) - 1st Place Winner
2011 AAI Awards - Special Mention Award - Dunshaughlin Pastoral Centre
2010 OECD Compendium of Exemplary Educational Facilities - Nomination - Ratoath College
2010 EC Mies van der Rohe Award for Architecture - Nominated - Dunshaughlin Pastoral Centre
2010 OPUS Awards - Highly Commended Award - Dunshaughlin Pastoral Centre
2010 RIAI Awards - Best Public Building - Highly Commended Award - Dunshaughlin Pastoral Centre
2010 RIAI Public Choice Award - Shortlisted
2009 RIAI Awards - Best Leisure Building Award Winner - Ballyfermot Sport, Leisure and Youth Centre
2009 RIAI Public Choice Award - Shortlisted
2009 Dublin Parlour International Competition - Shortlisted
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2009 AAI Awards - Special Mention Award - Ballyfermot Sport, Leisure and Youth Centre
2009 AAI Awards - Special Mention Award - Bush Sports Hall
2009 ‘Imagine’ Inspirational School Design International Compendium Website - Ratoath College
2008 Kaptol/Zagreb International Architectural and Urban Planning Competition - Shortlisted
2008 RIBA Awards - International Award - Shortlisted - Ratoath College
2008 RIAI Awards - Best Educational Building - Commended Award - Ratoath College
2007 OPUS Awards - Highly Commended Award - Ratoath College
2007 RIAI Silver Medal for Housing Winner - (Member/Urban Projects) - Clarion Quay Apartments
2006 Louth LA Design + Conservation Awards - Commended Award - Walshestown National School
2006 RIAI Awards - Exhibition Award - Private House
2006 Louth LA Design + Conservation Awards - Commended Award - Private House
2005 OPUS Awards - Award Winner - Liffey Boardwalk Phase 11
2005 RIAI Gold Medal - Commended Award - Liffey Boardwalk
2005 RIAI Gold Medal - Finalist - Smithfield Public Space
2004 Urban Splash River Irwell International Competition - 2nd Prize Winner
2004 RIAI Awards - Exhibition Award - Drogheda Institute of Further Education
2004 Irish Construction Recognition Awards - Award Winner - Drogheda Institute of Further Education
2003 AAI Awards - Special Mention Award - Monaghan Education Centre
2003 OPUS Awards - Highly Commended Award - Monaghan Education Centre
2003 OPUS Awards - Highly Commended Award - Cherrywood Office Building + Park Centre
2003 OPUS Awards - Best Housing Award Winner - (Member/Urban Projects) - Clarion Quay Development
2003 RIAI Awards - Best Housing Award Winner - (Member/Urban Projects) - Clarion Quay Development
2002 AAI Awards - Award Winner - Liffey Boardwalk
2002 Excellence on the Waterfront Award USA - Award Winner - Liffey Boardwalk
2002 RIAI Awards - Award Winner - Scarlet Row Apartment Building
2002 Abercrombie Prize Winner - (Member /Group 91 Architects) - Temple Bar Framework Plan
2002 OPUS Awards - Highly Commended Award - Shangan 2C/ Whiteacre Court Housing Ballymun
2001 AAI Awards - Award Winner - Smithfield Public Space
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2001 RIAI Awards - Award Winner - Liffey Boardwalk
2000 CCCB European Prize for Urban Public Space (Joint) 1st Prize Winner - Smithfield Public Space
2000 RIAI Awards - Award Winner - Smithfield Public Space
1999 RIAI Awards - Exhibition Award - Coláiste Choilm
1998 AAI Awards - Award Winner - Software Design Building HQ
1998 AAI Awards - Special Mention Award - Parallel House
1998 Cork, Cornmarket Bridge International Design Competition (with Muir Assoc. Eng.) - 1st Prize Winner
1998 Dublin Corporation Liffey Pedestrian Bridge International Competition - Shortlisted
1997 Smithfield Public Space International Design Competition - 1st Prize Winner
1997 RIAI Awards - Exhibition Award - Extension to a Doctors’ Surgery
1996 EC Mies van der Rohe Award for Architecture - Nominated - Museum at Mellifont Abbey
1996 RIAI Awards - Award Winner - Museum at Mellifont Abbey
1996 AAI Awards - Special Mention Award - Museum at Mellifont Abbey
1994 AAI Awards - Award Winner - Extension+ Renovation of a Rectory
1993 President Robinson Design Awards for Travellers Accommodation - Group Housing Award Winner
1993 Loopline Bridge Competition (with Fearon O’Neill Rooney Eng.) - 2nd Prize Winner
1992 EC Mies van der Rohe Award for Architecture - Nominated - Medical Centre
1992 AAI Awards - Special Mention Award - House on a River
1991 AAI Awards - Award Winner - Medical Centre
1991 Temple Bar Framework Plan Competition - (Member/Group 91 Architects) - 1st Prize Winner
1990 AAI Awards - Exhibition Award - Suite Of Private Medical Consulting Rooms
1990 AAI Awards - Exhibition Award - Renovation of a Stone Cottage
1990 RIAI Awards - Exhibition Award - Private House
1989 AAI Awards - Exhibition Award - House on a Drumlin
1989 RIAI Awards - Exhibition Award - Unit 16, Merchants Quay, Cork
1989 RIAI Awards - Exhibition Award - Unit 6, Arthur’s Quay, Limerick
1988 AAI Awards - Exhibition Award - Extension to an 18th Century House in Leinster
1988 Irish Timber Council Táin Interpretive Centre Competition - Commended Award
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Exhibitions + Publications
2017 One Hundred & One Hosannas for Architecture: ISBN 978-1-1-910140-14-7
2016 Exhibition: adapt-r @AMBIKA P3, London
2016 adapt-r ISBN: 978-0-9933986-5-0
2016 Architecture Ireland Vol.285
2015 Building Schools - Key Issues for Contemporary Design: ISBN 978-3-0346-0751-3
2015 Europe City. Lessons from the European Prize for Urban Public Space: ISBN 978-3-03778-474-7
2015 A+D Architecture + Detail Vo. No.45
2015 Lecture : McGNíÉ Archs. - Academy of Fine Arts, Prague
2015 Irish Architecture 2014: ISBN 978-0-902345-00-3
2015 Practical Poetics in Architecture: ISBN 978-1-118-82889-2
2014 Dublin Architecture Guide 1947-2014: ISBN 978-0-9568502-9-4
2014 Dublin Architecture: ISBN 978-0-948037-58-0
2014 Architecture Ireland Vol.276
2014 Architecture Ireland Vol.275
2014 Perspective Vol.23/No.2
2014 Lecture: "Figure and Metaphor, two placements in Context”- LUCA - Ghent
2014 Exhibition: CCCB European Prize for Urban Public Space 2000-2012, Centre for Architecture -NY
2014 Lecture: "Liffey Boardwalk, City meets River” - Irish Landscape Institute - Dublin
2013 Cesty Do Irska (TU Liberci Czech Republic) : ISBN 978-7490-011-8
2013 Exhibition: "Describing Architecture” - Dublin
2013 RIAI Annual Review Vol.3 2012/2013
2012 Lecture : McGNíÉ Archs. - AAI - Dublin
2011 A+D Architecture + Detail Vo. No.36
2011 Exhibition: Group 91/ 20yrs on (Member/Group 91Architects) - UCD - Dublin
2010 RIAI Annual Review Vol.1 2010/2011
2010 Urban Furniture /a New City Life (Sophie Barbaux) : ISBN 978-988-19508-4-0
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2010 Architecture Ireland Vol.251
2010 In Favour of Public Space : ISBN 978-8492-861385
2010 Plan Architectural Review
2010 Architects Journal No.3 Vol.232
2009 Ballyfermot Leisure Centre and The Base Youth Centre : ISBN 978-0-9559141-1-9
2009 Architecture Ireland Vol.247
2009 Perspective Vol.18 / No.6
2009 Architecture Ireland Vol.245
2009 A+D Architecture + Details No.32
2009 A10 Magazine Issue No.26
2009 Plan - The art of architecture and design - Issue March 09
2009 New Irish Architecture 24 : ISBN 978 0948037 719
2009 Plan Irish Architecture Review
2008 Ratoath College : ISBN978-0-9559141-0-2
2008 Architects' Journal Vol.236
2008 1000 x Landscape Architecture : ISBN 978-3-938780-60-2
2008 Exhibition : "My Public Space" - Rotterdam
2008 Architecture Ireland Vol. 236
2008 Architects’ Journal No.18 Vol.228
2007 Exhibition: Ireland at the Lisbon Architecture Triennale - "Cuas Anna Livia" - Lisbon
2006 Exhibition: Group 91/15years on - (Member/Group 91Architects) - Belfast
2006 House / architecture, design, garden (RIAI) Autumn/Winter 06/07 : ISSN 1649-7732
2005 Plan Irish Architecture Review
2005 Architecture Ireland Vol. 211
2005 Architecture Ireland Vol. 203
2004 Architecture Ireland Vol. 194
2004 Irish Arts Review Vol. 21.No.1 (Member/Urban Projects)
2003 The Encylopedia of Ireland : ISBN 0-7171-3000-2
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2003 Architecture Ireland Vol. 190
2003 Architecture Ireland Vol. 191
2003 New Irish Architecture 18 : ISBN 0948037 024
2003 Architecture in Greece 37/2003 Annual Review : GR ISSN 0066-6262
2003 Irish Architect Vo.186
2003 Irish Architect Vo.185
2002 The Good Place Guide, Urban Design in Britain and Ireland : ISBN 0-7134-8786-0
2002 New Irish Architecture 17 : ISBN 0946846 812
2002 Irish Architect Vol.180
2001 Exhibition: McGNíÉ Archs - RSUA - Belfast
2001 RIAI Irish Architectural Review Vol.3
2001 Irish Architect Vol.167
2001 Topos, European Landscape Magazine Vol.35
2001 New Irish Architecture 16 : ISBN 0946846 634
2000 Exhibition : ‘Panoramas Europaens’ Pavillon L’Arsenal -(Member/Group 91Architects) -Paris
2000 RIAI Irish Architectural Review Vol.2
2000 Sunday Times Culture Magazine, March19 - Section 9
2000 Irish Architect Vol.158
2000 Irish Architect Vol.153
2000 Landscape Design Vol.295
1999 A+U 99:07 Vol.346
1998 New Irish Architecture 13 : ISBN 0946641 951
1998 Exhibition : Architectural League (Member/ Group 91Architects) - New York
1998 Irish Architect Vol.139
1998 Exhibition : McGNíÉ Archs - RIAI Architecture Centre - Dublin
1998 Irish Architect Vol.135
1997 Exhibition : Smithfield International Design Competition - Dublin
1997 Irish Architect Vol.130
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1997 Irish Architect Vol.129
1997 Architects' Journal Vol.206
1997 Irish Architect Vol.125
1997 20th-Century Architecture in Ireland : ISBN -13 978-3791317199
1997 Architecture Profile 2- McGarry Ní Éanaigh : ISBN 0946641-994
1996 New Irish Architecture 11 : ISBN 0946641 706
1996 Irish Architecture ‘96
1994 Casabella Vol.612
1994 New Irish Architecture 9 : ISSN0789-0578
1994 Plätze | Urban Squares - Edition Topos: ISBN 3-7667-1513-5
1993 The President Robinson Awards for the Design of Travellers Accommodation : ISBN 1-897598-04-1
1993 Irish Arts Review Yearbook (Member/Group 91)
1993 Plan No.6
1993 The Engineers Journal Vol.46 No.6
1992 New Irish Architecture 7 : ISSN 0780-0578
1992 Exhibition : An Urban Proposal (Member /Group 91Architects) - IMMA - Dublin
1991 Portfolio Vol.1 : ISBN 0946641 17X
1991 New Irish Architecture 6 : ISBN 0 902345 187
1991 Making A Modern Street / Bau Einer Modernen Strasse ISBN 0946641 196 (Member/Group 91)- Dublin - Zurich
1991 1.Temple Bar Lives : ISBN 1-874202-00-1 (Member/Group 91Architects)
1991 2.Temple Bar Lives : ISBN 1-874202-01-X (Member/Group 91Architects)
1990 New Irish Architecture 5 : ISBN 0 902345 175
1989 New Irish Architecture 4 : ISBN 0 902345 168
1988 New Irish Architecture 3 : ISBN 0 903445 141
1987 New Irish Architecture 2 : ISBN 0 902345 125
1984 Architects’ Journal No.40 Vol.180
1984 Exhibition : Proposals for Dublin’s Quays ( Member/City Architecture Studio) - Blue Studio - Dublin
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